Gender Inclusive Housing Form
Gender Inclusive housing at Clarion University is an option available to students within university housing. Gender
Inclusive housing will be granted provided the following conditions are met:
 The requested spaces are available at the time of the request.
 Each student completes a Gender Inclusive form that will live in the requested space.
 Each student understands the financial implications of having a vacancy within the space if the remainder of the
roommates are not of the same gender.
Gender Inclusive requests are not guaranteed, and housing is available on a first-come, first-serve basis. I also
understand that I must be in good standing with the University for my request to be reviewed and considered. I
understand that we will receive written approval or denial via our clarion eagle mail with respect to our requests.
By signing this form, I acknowledge that I am selecting an apartment/suite that will be designated as Gender Inclusive,
which means that other residents of the opposite gender are selecting this space with me.
I understand that selecting a Gender Inclusive housing assignments comes with significant financial responsibility. I
understand that if one of my roommates leaves the university, cancels his or her contract, or chooses to move to a
different space within university housing, I/we am/are responsible for pulling-in a roommate to fill the vacancy. If we do
not fill the vacancy with a pull-in, I, and any remaining roommates, am/are responsible for the full cost of that vacant
space. In the event that the remaining residents are both of the same gender, we can opt to have the apartment
converted back to a single-gender apartment and Residence Life will assign a new roommate to the vacancy. I
understand that under no circumstances will Residence Life assign a roommate to an apartment that is designated as
Gender Inclusive—these vacancies can only be filled by pull-ins.
____________________________________________________________
Resident Signature

Student ID

______________________

__________________________________

Semester requesting GIH

Requested Building and Room

__________________
Date

____________________________________________________________
Requested Roommate
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